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MY OWN DARLING
Grant and Mary Valentine documented their lives in more than eight-hundred 
letters exchanged during Grant’s four years of military service in Hawaii and 
the Pacific Theater. Even though the letters were censored, they were adept 
at veiling information. After Grant returned home in 1945, the letters were 
packed away in a large brown pigskin suitcase. Both Grant and Mary were 
quick to point out that their words were “racy” and very personal; therefore, 
they did not allow the family access. Decades later, when the suitcase was 
opened, a treasure trove was found bundled in faded yellow ribbons. The result 
is Christina Valentine Larsen’s extraordinary labor of love, My Own Darling, 
A Love Story for the Ages from The Greatest Generation. 

As dutiful to crafting this book well as to honoring her parent’s lives, Tina 
worked tirelessly to shape the work so the attention of the reader is where it 
belongs: with this ordinary couple struggling to survive extraordinary times 
while separated by oceans. This work is creative nonfiction at its best: crafted 
so that the work converts truth to art. 

– Trina Belanger, Quill Studios

Christina Larsen’s honesty and fearless excavation of complicated personal 
history have long inspired me to be brave in my own work. Let her inspire you.

– Samantha Dunn, Author of Not by Accident.

Christina Valentine Larsen illuminates the everyday rhythms of the lives of 
her parents through letters written during World War II. Her father’s perspec-
tive—with all the fears and adversities—and her mother’s viewpoint as she 
copes with life on the home-front shed light upon a troubled but wonderful 
world. Reading about new experiences and unexpected discoveries during 
their eloquent journey gave me a clearer sense of history, as well as, an ac-
curate account of who these people were and the times they lived in. The cou-
ple’s values of love, respect, and commitment are reflected in their own words. 

– MJ West, author of “Without Reservations”.
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